Readers of Punch may remember a drawing which appeared in that paper some time back, in which the vigorous pen of the artist had sketched the portrait of the typical medical student of a bygone generation, whilst opposite was drawn his hard-working successor of to-day. " Look on this picture and on that!" The one lolled in an easy-chair with his feet gracefully resting on the mantelpiece, upon which stood a skull with a clay pipe stuck in its mouth, whilst a jug of beer foamed on the table by his side ; the whole a \ery incarnation of rowdyism and wasted opportunities. How different the other picture, in which is depicted the hardworking student of to-day amidst a pile of books, engaged in the study of anatomy and other kindred subjects ; the skull is there, too, but the base uses to which it had been perverted by the first are abandoned, and the article is performing its proper functions as the instructor of the wouldbe yEsculapius.
In this enlightened age we may fairly demand that the mem to whom we are going to entrust our lives, and the lives of those dearest to us, should be acquainted with all the researches of modern science.
For the testing of knowledge the modern system of examination is at least as good as any that can be formulatedat the present day, and the numbers who enter at every examination are remarkable. As many as two hundred will present themselves for the final medical in May, the successful in which will obtain their degree of M. B. C. M., and arefully qualified medical practitioners. These candidates and students come from all parts of the world, though mainly' from England. Altogether, there are some nineteen hundred, and though there are arts courses as well as medical, the majority adopt the latter.
The facilities offered for the study of medicine are numerous and certainly of the best. Able lecturers and tutors, spacious dissecting-rooms, and an admirable museumare provided ; although one fault of the university system seems to lie in the size of the classes, which consist sometimes of as many as four hundred students. As all of thesedo not work with particular ardour, but delight in the noiseand horseplay of youth, .it may easily be imagined that thelecturer frequently has no easy task in drilling his somewhat unruly crew. The greater part of the work to be prepared' seems to be done not in the lecture theatre, but at home in the evenings.
Having followed our typical young student so far, let us:
suppose him safely through his three examinations already' The medical profession is overstocked, like every other in ^his country ; still the best man always comes to the front in the end, and all the young student can do is to work hard, make the most of his opportunities, and in no place can these be found in greater abundance than at Edinburgh.
